Welcome to the European Blockchain Center - Empowering Industry and Society
Vision of European Blockchain Center

Being the globally leading institution that understands, creates, and realizes Blockchain-based solutions in a cross-industry and cross-disciplinary private public partnership to generate value for society.
Developing Your Capabilities

• Participate and benefit from the portfolio rolled out at the European Blockchain Center (EBC).

• EBC has hosted several blockchain courses for executive leaders like Blockchain Economics for Business, Blockchain Academy Network, and Blockchain Business Bridge.
Accelerating Next Generations Talents

• Meet and inspire university students specialising in blockchain systems at the IT University of Copenhagen.

• Become a guest speaker or a case company for semester projects, master theses, international blockchain school, or hackathons.
Educating the Experts of Tomorrow

- **Digital Economy specialisation:** Developing students' blockchain skills for the Danish market.

- **International Blockchain School:** Attracting international competencies to accelerate business models.

- **Blockchain Student Group:** Supporting student-initiated blockchain projects.
Leading Blockchain Research

• **Blockchain Governance**: researching incentives, accountability and decision rights in blockchain systems.

• **Ledgerlytics**: uncovering network movements and analysing code quality.

• **Blockchain Ethics**: designing and governing blockchain systems based on European values.

• **Blockchain Business Models**: teaching decentralised business opportunities.
Advancing Blockchain Internationally

Blockchain Expert at the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) and Convenor of WG2 Blockchain Interoperability Governance

Member of the OECD Blockchain Expert Policy Advisory Board

Convenor of ISO TC 307/WG 5 Blockchain Governance

Representative of Denmark at the European Blockchain Partnership Technical Steering Group

Chair of the Danish National Mirror Committee to ISO/TC 307 Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies
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Any Question? Please Reach Out
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